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SUSY Dark Matter 
Options

• Neutralino: MSSM and beyond.

• Sneutrino: not a your father’s sneutrino

• Gravitino

• Axino-- motivated by strong CP problem

• Another sector?

analysis on neutralinos and charginos.3 The MSSM contains four neutralinos, spin 1/2 Majorana
fermions arising as the mass eigenstates from the superposition of the two neutral Gauginos, the
Bino B̃ and the Wino W̃ 3, and the two neutral Higgsino fields H̃0

1 and H̃0
2 :

!̃0
i = Ni1B̃ +Ni2W̃

3 +Ni3H̃
0
1 +Ni4H̃

0
2 ; (5.1)

in the scheme we are considering the lightest neutralino is automatically the lightest SUSY particle
(LSP) and, possibly, a good WIMP dark matter candidate. The coe!cients Nij , obtained by
diagonalizing the neutralino mass matrix, are mainly a function of the Bino and the Wino mass
parameters M1 and M2, and of the Higgs superfield parameter µ, while depend rather weakly on
tan", the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two neutral components of the SU(2)
Higgs doublets, which appears in the o"-diagonal terms of neutralino mass matrix. The two MSSM
charginos are instead spin 1/2 Dirac fermions obtained as mass eigenstates from one charged Wino
state and one charged Higgsino; the chargino composition is again mainly set by the relative weight
of M2 and µ.

The long-range forces driving a sizable Sommerfeld e"ect are the weak force on neutralinos and
charginos due to the exchange of W± and Z0, and the electromagnetic force with photon exchanges;
we also include the e"ect of the charged Higgs H± and the two CP-even neutral Higgs H0

1 and H0
2 ,

which however play a minor role. The last MSSM scalar, the CP-odd neutral Higgs H0
3 , does not

give rise to any contribution for s-wave annihilations in the non-relativistic regime. Since the B̃ is
not charged under SU(2)L, a large Bino component in the lightest neutralino drastically reduces the
relevance of the Sommerfeld e"ect; we will then consider only the case of M1 ! M2. Higgsinos and
Winos have a pair annihilation cross section into W and Z bosons which is fairly large, much larger
than the standard reference value for thermal relics of 3 · 10!26 cm3 s!1 if their mass is at around
100 GeV. Going however for more massive neutralinos, namely around 1.1 TeV for Higgsinos and
2.2 TeV for Winos, the standard tree-level calculation of the thermal relic density gives a result
which is compatible with the measured value for the energy density in CDM. This heavy mass
regime is also the one in which the Sommerfeld enhancement condition of mass of the particle much
heavier than mass of the force carrier is realized for weak interactions; hence relevant corrections to
the tree-level estimate of the relic abundance may arise [11, 13]. All the pair annihilation processes
we will need to consider are dominated by their s-wave contribution (unlike the case of the pair
annihilation of Binos into a fermion-antifermion); moreover the enhancement for the higher partial
waves is smaller, due to repulsive centrifugal term in the Schrödinger equation.4 We can then safely
assume that only the s-wave Sommerfeld e"ect is relevant.

As we stressed in Section 2, the value of the mass splitting among the di"erent states is crucial
in the analysis. When calculating the mass spectrum we include the radiative corrections to the
neutralino and chargino masses due to gauge boson loops [39, 40] (tree-level neutralino and chargino
masses are degenerate in the pure Higgsino or pure Wino limits) and the thermal dependence of the
Higgs VEVs. Thermal e"ects are also important when considering vector boson masses, as already
stressed in the analysis of Ref. [12]. There are two thermal e"ects which we need to include: First,

3The Sommerfeld e!ect does play a role in the pair annihilation rate of charged sfermions or gluinos, and so it
does a!ect the computation of the neutralino relic density in case of sfermion or gluino co-annihilations; there is
however no long-range interaction turning a pair of these particle into a neutralino pair, and hence, contrary to case
discussed in this paper, the di!erent annihilation can be treated separately and the calculation is simplified. An
analysis dedicated to these co-annihilation channels will be presented in Ref. [38].

4This statement is not true only in the case of resonances. In the Coulomb case, when analytical expressions can
be derived, every partial wave is enhanced by the factor ! (!/v)2l+1 , so for higher l the resonant enhancement is
higher and narrower. However, since one has to integrate over the thermal distributions, the resonances are smeared
and net impact of the higher partial waves is very small.

– 10 –
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Solve the Boltzmann equation 
in an expanding universe.
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Other possibilities

• Non-thermal production (e.g. from moduli, 
cf. Randall and Moroi)

• Decays from NLSP

• “Freeze-in”
Feng, Wed?

L. Hall, et al.  JHEP 1003 (2010) 080.
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Direct Detection

• Very naive:

• SUSY Dark Matter is second simplest “weak 
DM.”

• Majorana: Spin-Dependent Z exchange only

• Spin-Independent through Higgs

σSI ≈ α2 m2
ne

M4
Z

≈ 10−38cm2
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Higgs Boson Exchange
where yq (yχ) is the Yukawa coupling for the quark (DM) and mh is the Higgs mass. The

per nucleon cross section is then

σSI(χN → χN) ≈ 5× 10
−8

pb

� yχ
0.1

�2
�
115 GeV

mh

�4

(SI typical). (10)

Estimates based on recent lattice simulations seem to favor smaller values for the nuclear

matrix elements [34]. If these lattice results are correct, the dominant contribution to the

SI scattering cross section would be due to the heavy quark content of the nucleon (since

f (N)
TG → 1 in the limit of small f (N)

q ) and the coefficient in Eq. (10) would be replaced by

2 × 10
−8

pb. In cases where cd � cu, which can occur in models with multiple Higgs

bosons such as the MSSM, then uncertainties in the f (N)
Tq can lead to as much as an order of

magnitude variation in σSI(χN → χN) [35].

B. Spin Dependent

The operator responsible for SD DM-nucleus interactions is

O
SD
q = dq (χ̄ γµγ5 χ)(q̄ γµγ

5 q). (11)

Taking the expectation value of this operator between two nucleon states allows us to find

the effective SD interaction of the DM with a nucleon (N = p (proton) or n (neutron)),

�N |q̄ γµγ
5 q|N� = 2 s(N)

µ ∆q(N), (12)

where s(N)
µ is the spin of the nucleon and the ∆q(N)

are extracted from polarized deep elastic

scattering. The coefficient of the effective DM-nucleon interaction, 2 aN(χ̄ γµγ5 χ)(N̄ s(N)
µ N),

is given by

aN =

�

q=u,d,s

dq ∆q(N). (13)

The elastic scattering cross section quoted by the experiments is between the DM and a

nucleon which is given by

σSD(χN → χN) =
6

π
m2

r a
2
N , (14)

where mr is the reduced mass between the DM and a nucleon.

Again we follow DarkSUSY and use the following values for the SD calculations,

∆(p)
u = 0.77 ∆(p)

d = −0.40 ∆(p)
s = −0.12

∆(n)
u = −0.40 ∆(n)

d = 0.77 ∆(p)
s = −0.12. (15)

7

(10-44 cm2)
Cohen, Phalen, AP (2010)

see also Feng and Sanford (2010);
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Direct Detection

!!h,Hqq

(B̃) (H̃)

analysis on neutralinos and charginos.3 The MSSM contains four neutralinos, spin 1/2 Majorana
fermions arising as the mass eigenstates from the superposition of the two neutral Gauginos, the
Bino B̃ and the Wino W̃ 3, and the two neutral Higgsino fields H̃0

1 and H̃0
2 :

!̃0
i = Ni1B̃ +Ni2W̃

3 +Ni3H̃
0
1 +Ni4H̃

0
2 ; (5.1)

in the scheme we are considering the lightest neutralino is automatically the lightest SUSY particle
(LSP) and, possibly, a good WIMP dark matter candidate. The coe!cients Nij , obtained by
diagonalizing the neutralino mass matrix, are mainly a function of the Bino and the Wino mass
parameters M1 and M2, and of the Higgs superfield parameter µ, while depend rather weakly on
tan", the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two neutral components of the SU(2)
Higgs doublets, which appears in the o"-diagonal terms of neutralino mass matrix. The two MSSM
charginos are instead spin 1/2 Dirac fermions obtained as mass eigenstates from one charged Wino
state and one charged Higgsino; the chargino composition is again mainly set by the relative weight
of M2 and µ.

The long-range forces driving a sizable Sommerfeld e"ect are the weak force on neutralinos and
charginos due to the exchange of W± and Z0, and the electromagnetic force with photon exchanges;
we also include the e"ect of the charged Higgs H± and the two CP-even neutral Higgs H0

1 and H0
2 ,

which however play a minor role. The last MSSM scalar, the CP-odd neutral Higgs H0
3 , does not

give rise to any contribution for s-wave annihilations in the non-relativistic regime. Since the B̃ is
not charged under SU(2)L, a large Bino component in the lightest neutralino drastically reduces the
relevance of the Sommerfeld e"ect; we will then consider only the case of M1 ! M2. Higgsinos and
Winos have a pair annihilation cross section into W and Z bosons which is fairly large, much larger
than the standard reference value for thermal relics of 3 · 10!26 cm3 s!1 if their mass is at around
100 GeV. Going however for more massive neutralinos, namely around 1.1 TeV for Higgsinos and
2.2 TeV for Winos, the standard tree-level calculation of the thermal relic density gives a result
which is compatible with the measured value for the energy density in CDM. This heavy mass
regime is also the one in which the Sommerfeld enhancement condition of mass of the particle much
heavier than mass of the force carrier is realized for weak interactions; hence relevant corrections to
the tree-level estimate of the relic abundance may arise [11, 13]. All the pair annihilation processes
we will need to consider are dominated by their s-wave contribution (unlike the case of the pair
annihilation of Binos into a fermion-antifermion); moreover the enhancement for the higher partial
waves is smaller, due to repulsive centrifugal term in the Schrödinger equation.4 We can then safely
assume that only the s-wave Sommerfeld e"ect is relevant.

As we stressed in Section 2, the value of the mass splitting among the di"erent states is crucial
in the analysis. When calculating the mass spectrum we include the radiative corrections to the
neutralino and chargino masses due to gauge boson loops [39, 40] (tree-level neutralino and chargino
masses are degenerate in the pure Higgsino or pure Wino limits) and the thermal dependence of the
Higgs VEVs. Thermal e"ects are also important when considering vector boson masses, as already
stressed in the analysis of Ref. [12]. There are two thermal e"ects which we need to include: First,

3The Sommerfeld e!ect does play a role in the pair annihilation rate of charged sfermions or gluinos, and so it
does a!ect the computation of the neutralino relic density in case of sfermion or gluino co-annihilations; there is
however no long-range interaction turning a pair of these particle into a neutralino pair, and hence, contrary to case
discussed in this paper, the di!erent annihilation can be treated separately and the calculation is simplified. An
analysis dedicated to these co-annihilation channels will be presented in Ref. [38].

4This statement is not true only in the case of resonances. In the Coulomb case, when analytical expressions can
be derived, every partial wave is enhanced by the factor ! (!/v)2l+1 , so for higher l the resonant enhancement is
higher and narrower. However, since one has to integrate over the thermal distributions, the resonances are smeared
and net impact of the higher partial waves is very small.
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Tempering a neutralino: 
direct detection implications

Figure 2: Left panel: Direct detection cross section vs. Higgsino fraction of the neu-
tralino. Right panel: Direct detection cross section vs. the dark matter particle mass,
for points with purity above 0.2 (red), between 0.1 and 0.2 (orange), 0.01 and 0.1 (green),
and 10−3 and 0.01 (cyan). The lines correspond to the XENON100 100 days exclusion
limit [6] (black/solid), and the projected sensitivities of the XENON100 upgrade [22, 23]
(blue/dotted) and XENON-1T [23] (red/dashed). Real, positive values of the scanned MSSM
parameters are assumed.

A set of 105 MSSM points was generated, distributed randomly, uniformly in logM1,
logM2, log µ, logmA, and tan β, within the following scan boundaries:

M1 ∈ [10, 104] GeV; M2 ∈ [80, 104] GeV;

µ ∈ [80, 104] GeV; mA ∈ [100, 104] GeV;

tan β ∈ [2, 50] . (17)

We compute the neutralino and chargino masses for each point in the scan, and exclude
points with at least one chargino below 100 GeV (excluded by LEP-2), as well as those
where the lightest chargino mass is below the lightest neutralino mass. We do not impose
any other experimental constraints, since they depend on the MSSM parameters beyond the
five pi being scanned here, and thus generically can be satisfied by varying those parameters
for any given pi. The scatter plots in this section are based on the 73064 points that pass
these constraints.

3.1 Higgsino Fraction Constraint

Our first result concerns the correlation between the direct detection cross section and the
Higgsino fraction of the neutralino, defined as

FH = |Zχ3|2 + |Zχ4|2 . (18)

7

Figure 3: Direct detection cross section vs. fine-tuning of electroweak symmetry breaking, for

gaugino-like neutralino (real, positive values of pi, i = 1 . . . 5, are assumed). Cyan, green and

red points correspond to the dark matter particle mass in the intervals [10, 100), [100, 1000),
and [1000, 104] GeV, respectively. The cyan, green and red lines show the analytic lower

bound in Eq. (21), with MLSP = 10, 100, 1000 GeV, respectively. Real, positive values of the

MSSM parameters are assumed.

Let us first consider the gaugino LSP sample. The correlation between the direct detec-

tion cross section and the amount of fine-tuning in the EWSB sector (quantified by ∆ defined

in Sec. 2) in this sample is shown in Fig. 3. For a given amount of fine-tuning, the direct

detection cross section cannot be reduced below a certain lower bound, with smaller cross

sections possible only for more finely-tuned models. The physical origin of this correlation

is again simple: as we saw above, the cross section can only be reduced by reducing the

Higgsino admixture in the LSP, and the only way to achieve this is to raise µ. But doing so

increases the fine-tuning, as is easily seen from Eq. (12) or Eq. (16).

Also plotted in Fig. 3 is an analytic expression for the minimal direct detection cross

cross section possible for a given amount of fine-tuning. For a given tanβ and LSP mass, it

is given by (for derivation, see Appendix A):

σmin = (1.2× 10
−42

cm
2
)

�
120 GeV

mh

�4
1

∆

�
1

tan β
+

1√
∆

MLSP

mZ

�2

. (21)

It is clear that the lowest possible cross section for fixed ∆ requires the highest possible tanβ
and the lowest possible MLSP. In the plot in Fig. 3, we used tan β = 50, corresponding to the

upper boundary of the scan. Another noteworthy feature is that the lowest possible direct

detection cross sections occur in the Higgs decoupling limit, mA � mZ .

9

Perelstein and Shakya;1107.5048 

see also (e.g.): Amsel, Freese, Sandick,1108.0448; Kitano, Nomura 
(2006);

Mandic, Murayama,AP, Gondolo (2000)

Parallel 6:H

∼ MZ

M1 − µ

The ratio of the VEVs is traditionally written as

tan ! ! vu/vd. (7.7)

The value of tan ! is not fixed by present experiments, but it depends on the Lagrangian parameters
of the MSSM in a calculable way. Since vu = v sin ! and vd = v cos ! were taken to be real and positive
by convention, we have 0 < ! < "/2, a requirement that will be sharpened below. Now one can write
down the conditions #V/#H0

u = #V/#H0
d = 0 under which the potential eq. (7.2) will have a minimum

satisfying eqs. (7.6) and (7.7):

m2
Hu

+ |µ|2 " b cot ! " (m2
Z/2) cos(2!) = 0, (7.8)

m2
Hd

+ |µ|2 " b tan ! + (m2
Z/2) cos(2!) = 0. (7.9)

It is easy to check that these equations indeed satisfy the necessary conditions eqs. (7.3) and (7.4).
They allow us to eliminate two of the Lagrangian parameters b and |µ| in favor of tan !, but do not
determine the phase of µ. Taking |µ|2, b, m2

Hu
and m2

Hd
as input parameters, and m2

Z and tan ! as
output parameters obtained by solving these two equations, one obtains:

sin(2!) =
2b

m2
Hu

+ m2
Hd

+ 2|µ|2
, (7.10)

m2
Z =

|m2
Hd

" m2
Hu

|
!

1 " sin2(2!)
" m2

Hu
" m2

Hd
" 2|µ|2. (7.11)

(Note that sin(2!) is always positive. If m2
Hu

< m2
Hd

, as is usually assumed, then cos(2!) is negative;
otherwise it is positive.)

As an aside, eqs. (7.10) and (7.11) highlight the “µ problem” already mentioned in section 5.1.
Without miraculous cancellations, all of the input parameters ought to be within an order of magnitude
or two of m2

Z . However, in the MSSM, µ is a supersymmetry-respecting parameter appearing in
the superpotential, while b, m2

Hu
, m2

Hd
are supersymmetry-breaking parameters. This has lead to a

widespread belief that the MSSM must be extended at very high energies to include a mechanism that
relates the e!ective value of µ to the supersymmetry-breaking mechanism in some way; see section 10.2
and refs. [66]-[68] for examples.

Even if the value of µ is set by soft supersymmetry breaking, the cancellation needed by eq. (7.11)
is often remarkable when evaluated in specific model frameworks, after constraints from direct searches
for the Higgs bosons and superpartners are taken into account. For example, expanding for large tan !,
eq. (7.11) becomes

m2
Z = "2(m2

Hu
+ |µ|2) +

2

tan2 !
(m2

Hd
" m2

Hu
) + O(1/ tan4 !). (7.12)

Typical viable solutions for the MSSM have "m2
Hu

and |µ|2 each much larger than m2
Z , so that signif-

icant cancellation is needed. In particular, large top squark squared masses, needed to avoid having
the Higgs boson mass turn out too small [see eq. (7.25) below] compared to the direct search limits
from LEP, will feed into m2

Hu
. The cancellation needed in the minimal model may therefore be at the

several per cent level. It is impossible to objectively characterize whether this should be considered
worrisome, but it could be taken as a weak hint in favor of non-minimal models.

The discussion above is based on the tree-level potential, and involves running renormalized La-
grangian parameters, which depend on the choice of renormalization scale. In practice, one must
include radiative corrections at one-loop order, at least, in order to get numerically stable results. To
do this, one can compute the loop corrections "V to the e!ective potential Ve!(vu, vd) = V + "V as a

67
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Figure 8: Model independent “well-tempered” neutralino scenario. The 3σ range for the cos-
mological DM abundance is reproduced within the green strip. The gray region is excluded by
Xenon100 [16].

for a heavier MDM ≈ 2.7TeV taking into account electroweak Sommerfeld effects [56]).

Contrary to the previous case, having no coupling to the Z it is allowed by direct searches.

• The pure bino, instead, has no couplings and no co-annihilations, such that its cosmolog-

ical abundance would be too high.

Given that the bino has opposite problems with respect to the higgsino or the wino, it is

possible to find a good DM candidate by appropriately mixing them [20]. A mixed bino/wino

still has no couplings to the Z, such that it is not interesting for direct detection; furthermore it

requires M1 ≈ M2 at the weak scale and is not compatible with unification of gaugino masses,

M1 ≈ M2 ≈ M3 at the GUT scale.

We thereby focus on a mixed bino/higgsino. In the limit where we can ignore all other

heavier sparticles, its phenomenology is fully described by 3 parameters: the bino mass term

M1, the higgsino mass term µ (we assume them to be positive) and tan β. The observed thermal

relic DM abundance is reproduced in the green strip in Fig. 8 (left panel for tan β = 3 and right

panel for tan β = 10). The region with M1 ≈ µ ≈ MZ was allowed, but its large direct detection

cross section is now disfavored by Xenon100 (gray region). An improvement of the Xenon100
bound by a factor of few would fully exclude the whole “well-tempered” neutralino scenario,

unless the local DM density or the nuclear matrix element f of eq. (12) are significantly lower

than what is assumed in our computation.

The minor tilt at MDM ≈ mt is due to the top quark threshold. At lower masses, the cosmo-

logically allowed region of Fig. 8 is affected by the Z and Higgs resonances (2MDM = MZ or mh

respectively, indicated as red curves). At larger masses, the “well-tempered” neutralino region

terminates at µ ≈ 1TeV, where the (almost) pure higgsino becomes a good DM candidate.

13

Farina, et al., 1104.3572
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Figure 4: The (MDM, σSI) plane in the CMSSM. In the left panel we show the global fit: the

yellow regions surrounded by continuous contours are the best fit including the Xenon100 and

LHC data, at 68, 95, 99.7% confidence levels for 2 d.o.f. The red (blue) regions surrounded by

dashed contours are the corresponding regions now excluded by Xenon100 (LHC). In the right

panel we show points with ∆χ2 < 42, colored according to the DM annihilation mechanism.

The red dots in the upper region excluded by the Xenon100 correspond to the “well-tempered”

neutralino, green via the heavy Higgs resonance, cyan via neutral Higgses with tan β-enhanced
couplings, blue via slepton co-annihilations, magenta via stop co-annihilations.

naturalness (see [53, 54] for a recent analysis). Technically, this is achieved as follows: when
plotting the χ2 as function of one or two parameters, we minimize it with respect to all other
parameters. The fit is mainly driven by the DM abundance and by the apparent anomaly in
the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, and agrees with the fits in [40, 41, 55]. Given
that it might not be a real anomaly, we also show regions at relatively high confidence levels.

We keep the nuclear matrix elements and the DM local density fixed to their default values
in Micromegas, as already discussed in the previous section.

5.2 The CMSSM results

Fig. 4a shows our global CMSSM fit for the DM mass MDM and spin-independent DM-nucleus
cross section σSI measured by Xenon100 experiment. The yellow regions surrounded by con-
tinuous contours are the best fit regions including the Xenon100 and LHC data, at 1, 2 and
3σ level (68, 95, 99.7% confidence levels for 2 d.o.f). We also show, as red regions surrounded
by dashed contours, the previous best-fit regions at the same confidence levels now excluded
by Xenon100 at more than 3σ. Obviously, such excluded regions lie around the Xenon100
exclusion bound at 90% confidence level (the continuous curve in the figure).

Within the CMSSM, thermal freeze-out of neutralino DM can reproduce the observed DM
cosmological abundance according to a few qualitatively distinct mechanisms, that correspond
to different fine-tunings. To interpret this result we therefore discriminate such distinct cases,
plotting in Fig. 4b the points of the CMSSM parameter space (also imposing a reasonably good

9
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Figure 4: The (MDM, σSI) plane in the CMSSM. In the left panel we show the global fit: the

yellow regions surrounded by continuous contours are the best fit including the Xenon100 and

LHC data, at 68, 95, 99.7% confidence levels for 2 d.o.f. The red (blue) regions surrounded by

dashed contours are the corresponding regions now excluded by Xenon100 (LHC). In the right

panel we show points with ∆χ2 < 42, colored according to the DM annihilation mechanism.

The red dots in the upper region excluded by the Xenon100 correspond to the “well-tempered”

neutralino, green via the heavy Higgs resonance, cyan via neutral Higgses with tan β-enhanced
couplings, blue via slepton co-annihilations, magenta via stop co-annihilations.

naturalness (see [53, 54] for a recent analysis). Technically, this is achieved as follows: when
plotting the χ2 as function of one or two parameters, we minimize it with respect to all other
parameters. The fit is mainly driven by the DM abundance and by the apparent anomaly in
the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, and agrees with the fits in [40, 41, 55]. Given
that it might not be a real anomaly, we also show regions at relatively high confidence levels.

We keep the nuclear matrix elements and the DM local density fixed to their default values
in Micromegas, as already discussed in the previous section.

5.2 The CMSSM results

Fig. 4a shows our global CMSSM fit for the DM mass MDM and spin-independent DM-nucleus
cross section σSI measured by Xenon100 experiment. The yellow regions surrounded by con-
tinuous contours are the best fit regions including the Xenon100 and LHC data, at 1, 2 and
3σ level (68, 95, 99.7% confidence levels for 2 d.o.f). We also show, as red regions surrounded
by dashed contours, the previous best-fit regions at the same confidence levels now excluded
by Xenon100 at more than 3σ. Obviously, such excluded regions lie around the Xenon100
exclusion bound at 90% confidence level (the continuous curve in the figure).

Within the CMSSM, thermal freeze-out of neutralino DM can reproduce the observed DM
cosmological abundance according to a few qualitatively distinct mechanisms, that correspond
to different fine-tunings. To interpret this result we therefore discriminate such distinct cases,
plotting in Fig. 4b the points of the CMSSM parameter space (also imposing a reasonably good

9
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 Resonance

stau 
coannihilation

stop 
coannihilation

neutral higgses
large tan beta

What is coupling to the proton?

Using “lattice 
value” of Giedt, 
Thomas, Young; 
0907.4166, T&Y, 
0901.3310,  see 

also MILC, 
0905.2432

~Factor 
2.5

local density = 
0.3 GeV/cm3
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Correlations

FIG. 5: The max(σp
SI, σ

n
SI) vs. σ

p
SD cross sections in pb for the MSSM with gaugino mass unification.

We have imposed that the thermal abundance of the neutralinos is within ± 3σ of the WMAP

measurement. We have taken the decoupling limit (mA = 4TeV). The dots (in blue) and crosses

(in red) correspond to |µ| < 500 GeV and |µ| > 500 GeV respectively (see the text for a discussion).

The horizontal (vertical) line refers to the projected sensitivity for the next generation of SI (SD)

experiments. We have shaded the near-term probeable region. Note that we are neglecting the

dependence of this sensitivity on the neutralino mass. All sfermions have masses of O(2 TeV).

sgn(ZW ) (see Eq. (19)) which accounts for points with the largest SI values in Figs. 3 and
4. This cannot occur in models with unified gaugino masses, where M2 ≈ 2M1.

Large SI and SD signals occur as long as there is non-trivial gaugino content in the WIMP.
Imposition of the thermal relic density constraint formχ > mW , ensures a minimum required
Bino component. If one imposes the large SI and SD conditions, |ZB|

2 � 0.7 and |ZB|
2 � 0.85

below and above the top threshold respectively. Note that the large SD requirement implies

20

Cohen, AP, Phalen,
Phys.Rev.D81:116001,2010
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SM Higgs Search Combination 

26 

Expected exclusion mass range: 130 – 440 GeV 
Observed exclusion mass range: 145-216, 226-288, 310-400 GeV 

CMS PRELIM 

Higgs from Lepton-Photon?

ATLAS SM Higgs Combination – statistical procedure 

•! The profile likelihood ratio is used as test statistics 

•! one-sided variants of the test statistic are used for upper-limits and discovery 

•! The distribution of the test statistic is obtained in two ways: 
–! Ensemble tests with toy Monte Carlo using a fully frequentist procedure 

–! Using asymptotic distribution of likelihood ratio (improved !2 method) 

•! nuisance parameters are “profiled” based on the data 

•! Primary result based CLs, conservatism introduced to protect against downward 
fluctuations 
–! Additional comparisons with Bayesian procedure with a uniform prior on µ 

The combined upper limit on the Standard Model 

Higgs boson production cross section divided by the 

Standard Model expectation as a function of mH is 

indicated by the solid line. This is a 95% CL limit 

using the CLs method in the entire mass range.  

Standard Model Higgs 

boson mass excluded at 

95% C.L.: 
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Light Higgs still ok.
140 GeV?115 GeV?

Split Susy: Dimpoulos, Arkani-Hamed; 
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Split SUSY removes 
exceptions
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Split SUSY Dark Matter

Pure Higgsino
mDM = 1.1 TeV

Overclosed

Higgs Resonance

mDM = 70 GeV

Well
 Tem

pe
red

 W
ino

Well Tempered Higgsino

Pure Wino
mDM = 2.0 TeV

log
M1

µ

log
M2

µ

FIG. 3: A schematic mapping of the Split Susy electroweakino dark matter masses into different

dark matter scenarios. “Well-Tempered Wino” and “Well-Tempered Higgsinos” are wino-bino

admixtures and Higgsino-bino admixtures, respectively.

at the LHC due to their heavy masses m
H̃

� 1.1TeV and m
W̃

� 2.0TeV [54]. The well-

tempered scenario involves mixing of the sterile component (Bino) with the active component

(Wino/Higgsino) in order to get the proper relic abundance. It approaches the pure Higgsino

or Wino cases as the active component becomes sizable. This means that a sizable fraction

of the parameter space features heavy dark matter, which becomes a challenge for the LHC

given that the gluino is typically a factor of several times heavier than the dark matter.

The dark matter in the Higgs resonance region is approximately half the mass of the

Higgs, m
B̃

� 60 − 75GeV. Assuming that the bino mass is tied to the gluino mass, the

gluino is not much heavier than mg̃ � 2TeV. Much of this parameter space has already been

tested at the LHC, and by the end of the 7 TeV run the majority of this scenario can be

ruled out. The remainder of this article will explore the Higgs resonance region and illustrate

some mixing aspects of the phenomenology in the literature, but many of the observations

13

Alves, Izaguirre, Wacker

see also: Guidice, 
Romanino (2004);  AP 

(2004)

A. Masiero, S. Profumo and P. Ullio

2.7 TeV
J. Hisano, S. Matsumoto, M. M. Nojiri
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Figure 2: The spin-independent LSP-nucleon scattering cross-section for
point agreeing with the WMAP relic density constraint. Curves are plot-
ted for various values of mS (the scale of the scalar masses), tan ! (set at
mS), and r ! M2/M1. The flat regions for m! >" 80 GeV correspond to
mixed bino-higgsino dark matter. The sharp decrease at lower masses is due
to resonant annihilation through the Higgs boson and Z-boson poles. Also
shown are the current bound from the results of the Cryogenic Dark Matter
Search (CDMS) at Soudan [16], the projected bounds from this experiment
[17], and projected bounds from a representative next generation dark matter
experiment, GENIUS [18]

.
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Split Supersymmetry
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What about the LHC?
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Executive Summary

• We are at the mercy of the spectrum of 
the colored objects.

• Dark Matter tied to TeV scale, but

• even in “SUSY” could be heavy, e.g. ~2.5 
TeV wino

• even if light, how to see?

Friday, August 26, 2011
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Light Dark Matter?
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Figure 7: Upper left: Standard fit. DAMA and CoGeNT do not overlap, and are excluded

by many experiments. In the other plots we vary the DM velocity distribution, finding minor

changes. On the top right: we use the smooth distribution of Eq. (2.8) with k = 3. Bottom

left A higher v0 = 270 km/s and lower vesc = 500 km/s are assumed. Bottom right: A higher

vesc = 600 km/s is taken. In all plots fp/fn = 1 and qNa = 0.3. See Section 4.1 for the color

coding.

4.2 Standard fit

In Fig. 7a we show the “standard” fit, in terms of elastic spin-independent DM, using the cross-

section in Eq. (2.2), and assuming no form factor, FDM = 1 and fn = fp = 1. We see that (i)

DAMA and CoGeNT do not overlap and (ii) they are excluded or strongly disfavored by many

experiments. As a result the global best fit (green dot) has a very high χ2, and corresponds to

roughly no effect in DAMA.

17
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Overlap?
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Figure 8: Top left: Standard fit assuming a higher quenching factor for Sodium, qNa = 0.4.

Top right: Global fit assuming isospin-violation, dictated by the fp/fn parameter. The sit-

uation significantly improves, but the best fit (marked with a green dot) remains very poor.

Color coding is described in Section 4.1. Bottom: DM predictions for the best fit point, al-

lowing a floating fp/fn. The signal is plotted against the DAMA and CoGeNT modulated and

unmodulated data.

4.3 Astrophysical uncertainties

We explore the sensitivity to modifications in the velocity distributions (under the assumption

of isotropy) by first considering the smoothed cuts discussed in section 2.1, as controlled by

the parameter k: bigger k implies a smoother distribution while the sharply cut, Maxwell

Boltzmann distribution is obtained in the k → 0 limit. These velocity distributions are shown

in Fig. 1a. As can be seen in Fig. 7b the fits to the experimental data assuming a DM velocity

distribution with a smooth k = 3 cut are quite similar to the ones for k → 0 (Fig. 7a). In

view of the very minor difference from now on we stick to sharp cuts and we do not show the

intermediate case k = 1.

The improvement in changing v0 is also small. The slope of DAMA (CoGeNT) spectrum

fixes the value of µ2v20/mN , hence for low-mass WIMPs raising v0 favors smaller DM masses.

The effects are shown in Fig. 7c. Similarly, changing the maximal DM velocity vesc does not

18

Isospin violation 
(Cheng, Li, AP, 
Weiner, Yavin, 

JCAP (2010); Feng 
et al,  PLB (2011)) 
can improve the 
situation further.
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Quenching factor.
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MSSM?

Note that our results are somewhat discrepant with [19].
This may originate from the fact that Ref. [19] did not take
into account the latest constraint on Bs ! !!. Indeed, we
do obtain many more points at low mass if we disregard
this constraint, as was also pointed out in Ref. [30].
However, all these ‘‘new’’ points are also excluded by
the Tevatron limits.

We have performed a similar analysis for the case
!< 0. However, we found that it is extremely difficult
to obtain a good starting point. Besides the total likelihood
of the points retained by the MCMC being much smaller
than that for !> 0, this is mainly due to the !g" 2#!
constraint and to a lesser extent to the constraints from B
physics. Hence, MSSM-EWSB neutralinos lighter than
15 GeV are also ruled out in the case !< 0.2

Of course our lower bound on !"h
2 [see Eq. (3)] is

arbitrary. One could consider an even smaller fraction of
light neutralinos in the halo. In this case, not only would
they be a minor source of dark matter but also their energy
density distribution in the halo may be affected by the
nature of the main candidate; this is hard to estimate. We
have checked nevertheless that taking !" $ 10%!WMAP

does not change our results. This can be understood easily.
Taking !" $ !WMAP requires a large pair-annihilation

cross section (#v""). Yet #v"" is proportional to the

neutralino mass squared. Hence, the lightest the neutralino,
the smallest the pair-annihilation cross-section, that is the
largest value of!"h

2. Thus, one cannot take the neutralino

mass arbitrarily small. To enhance the cross section, the
sole viable option is to invoke neutralino pair annihilations

through the exchange of a relatively light pseudoscalar
Higgs (which is in agreement with our findings) since
neutralino coannihilations with the next-to-LSP is impos-
sible owing to the smallness of the neutralino mass.

B. Neutralino masses less than 50 GeV

Given our conclusion concerning light neutralinos, it is
interesting to derive the lower limit for the neutralino mass
in the MSSM. For this, we focus on scenarios where the
neutralino mass ranges from 1 to 50 GeV.

FIG. 4 (color online). Distribution of the points selected by our
MCMC analysis in the tan$-mA plane in the MSSM-EWSB
scenario with !> 0 and m" < 15 GeV. The Tevatron limits are

displayed for the case of no mixing (dashed line) or maximum
mixing (solid line) in the stop sector, same color code as in
Fig. 3.

FIG. 3 (color online). MSSM-EWSB scenario with !> 0 and
m" < 15 GeV. Spin-independent cross section on proton times

the fraction of neutralinos in the Milky Way dark halo (%) versus
the neutralino mass m". The dark (red) [light (pink)] points have

a likelihood greater than 99.4% (68%).

FIG. 2 (color online). Q=Qmax with respect to the neutralino
mass in MSSM-EWSB scenario for !> 0 and m" < 15 GeV.
We use the same color code as in Fig. 1.

2In Ref. [52] it was shown that the !g" 2#! constraint could
be avoided if one takes opposite signs for gaugino masses with
both !< 0 and M2 < 0. We have not considered this class of
scenarios.
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These include B-physics observables, the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon, !g" 2#!, the Higgs and
sparticles masses obtained from LEP and the corrections to
the " parameter. For the MSSM case, only LEP mass limits
on new particles were taken as a sharp discriminating
criterion with L $ 0 or 1. Other criteria had some toler-
ance. For the NMSSM, limits on the Higgs sector, on the Z
partial width and on neutralino production as computed by
NMSSMTOOLS were also taken as a sharp discriminating
criterion.

We use a Gaussian distribution for all observables with a
preferred value !% #,

F2!x;!;## $ e"!!x"!#2=!2#2## (1)

and

F3!x;!;## $ 1

1& e"!x"!#=# (2)

for observables which only have lower or upper bounds.
The tolerance, #, is negative (positive) when one deals
with an upper (lower) bound.

Finally we also require that the neutralino relic density
satisfies

100%!WMAPh
2 >!$h

2 > 10%!WMAPh
2; (3)

with !WMAPh
2 $ 0:1131% 0:0034 [41]. The cases where

!$ <!WMAP should correspond to scenarios in which
there is either another (if not several) type of dark matter
particles in the galactic halo [42] or a modification of
gravity (cf., e.g., [43]). In case of a multicomponent
dark matter scenario, there could be either very light,
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III. MSSM SCENARIOS
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parameters are the gaugino/Higgsino content of the LSP,
determined by ! andM1,M2, tan%, as well as the mass of
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lino annihilations into fermion pairs.
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in Figs. 1 and 2.
Figure 1 represents Q=Qmax, the weight normalized to
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very large ( tan% 2 (40; 60)) and mA is relatively small
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In Fig. 2, we display the same quantity but with respect

to the neutralino mass. As one can see, the preferred value
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In Fig. 3, we display the (spin-independent) elastic

scattering cross section #SI
p times the fraction of neutralino

in the halo & versus the neutralino mass and the limits from
CDMS and XENON 100. Here (and in the following),
we have assumed values for the quarks coefficients in
the nucleon (defined by setting #'N $ 45 MeV, #0 $
40 MeV in MICROMEGAS [48]) that lead to rather low cross
sections in order to be conservative in our predictions.1

Since there are uncertainties on the escape velocity and
scintillation function of XENON 100, we also performed a
rescaling of Leff with the energy (see [49]) and kept a
conservative energy-dependent value for Leff . In principle,

1The elastic scattering cross section can be up to 1 order of
magnitude larger for other choices of the quark coefficients.
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MSSM?

Note that our results are somewhat discrepant with [19].
This may originate from the fact that Ref. [19] did not take
into account the latest constraint on Bs ! !!. Indeed, we
do obtain many more points at low mass if we disregard
this constraint, as was also pointed out in Ref. [30].
However, all these ‘‘new’’ points are also excluded by
the Tevatron limits.

We have performed a similar analysis for the case
!< 0. However, we found that it is extremely difficult
to obtain a good starting point. Besides the total likelihood
of the points retained by the MCMC being much smaller
than that for !> 0, this is mainly due to the !g" 2#!
constraint and to a lesser extent to the constraints from B
physics. Hence, MSSM-EWSB neutralinos lighter than
15 GeV are also ruled out in the case !< 0.2

Of course our lower bound on !"h
2 [see Eq. (3)] is

arbitrary. One could consider an even smaller fraction of
light neutralinos in the halo. In this case, not only would
they be a minor source of dark matter but also their energy
density distribution in the halo may be affected by the
nature of the main candidate; this is hard to estimate. We
have checked nevertheless that taking !" $ 10%!WMAP

does not change our results. This can be understood easily.
Taking !" $ !WMAP requires a large pair-annihilation

cross section (#v""). Yet #v"" is proportional to the

neutralino mass squared. Hence, the lightest the neutralino,
the smallest the pair-annihilation cross-section, that is the
largest value of!"h

2. Thus, one cannot take the neutralino

mass arbitrarily small. To enhance the cross section, the
sole viable option is to invoke neutralino pair annihilations

through the exchange of a relatively light pseudoscalar
Higgs (which is in agreement with our findings) since
neutralino coannihilations with the next-to-LSP is impos-
sible owing to the smallness of the neutralino mass.

B. Neutralino masses less than 50 GeV

Given our conclusion concerning light neutralinos, it is
interesting to derive the lower limit for the neutralino mass
in the MSSM. For this, we focus on scenarios where the
neutralino mass ranges from 1 to 50 GeV.

FIG. 4 (color online). Distribution of the points selected by our
MCMC analysis in the tan$-mA plane in the MSSM-EWSB
scenario with !> 0 and m" < 15 GeV. The Tevatron limits are

displayed for the case of no mixing (dashed line) or maximum
mixing (solid line) in the stop sector, same color code as in
Fig. 3.

FIG. 3 (color online). MSSM-EWSB scenario with !> 0 and
m" < 15 GeV. Spin-independent cross section on proton times

the fraction of neutralinos in the Milky Way dark halo (%) versus
the neutralino mass m". The dark (red) [light (pink)] points have

a likelihood greater than 99.4% (68%).

FIG. 2 (color online). Q=Qmax with respect to the neutralino
mass in MSSM-EWSB scenario for !> 0 and m" < 15 GeV.
We use the same color code as in Fig. 1.

2In Ref. [52] it was shown that the !g" 2#! constraint could
be avoided if one takes opposite signs for gaugino masses with
both !< 0 and M2 < 0. We have not considered this class of
scenarios.
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• Asymmetric Dark Matter

• Scale “derived” from the Weak scale, and is 
morally a loop factor smaller. 

Why would Dark 
Matter be light?

D. B. Kaplan; Nussinov; Chivukula; D. E. Kaplan, Luty, Zurek; Kitano&Low

ΩDM ∼ 5 Ωbaryon
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Indirect Detection

• Look for (anti-matter) products of residual 
WIMP annihilations.
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Using the Earth as a Magnet

Could be, e.g., pulsars Large cross section!

Friday, August 26, 2011
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PAMELA + DAMA?

Harald Merkel, DESY Zeuthen, June 1. 2011

The γ � Boson (or A�, φ, ...)

g−2 anomaly of the myon

Positron excess, but no antiproton excess (PAMELA, INTEGRAL 511 keV line, etc. )

Large annihilation cross section

Relic Abundance of DM in cosmology requires low cross section

Direct Scattering ⇒ DAMA/LIBRA modulation

⇒ Sommerfeld enhancement of cross section for low velocities

Large cross section in leptons

Small cross section in hadrons

⇒U(1) Vector Boson γ � with Mass in GeV range
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Nucleus Nucleus

N. Arkani-Hamed, et al., Phys. Rev. D 79 (2009) 015014
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particle colliders, yielding clusters of closely packed col-
limated energetic leptons, which has been referred to in
Ref. [4, 9] as “lepton jets”. At high energy colliders, dark
photons are produced with energies of 10s ! 100s GeV.
As the dark photon decays through its mixing with the
photon it produces a pair of leptons that are highly col-
limated !R!! " 0.1! 0.01, forming lepton jets. Cascade
decays in the GeV dark sector will result in more leptons
and hence richer lepton jets, see [9] for a detailed discus-
sion. We note that the dark photon can also have signifi-
cant decay branching ratios to light mesons. Presence of
such mesons certainly alters the phenomenology, and it is
therefore possible to define several sub-classes of lepton
jets. Since our focus is not on the collider phenomenol-
ogy, we will not make this distinction in this paper.

II. NEW SCALES IN THE DARK SECTOR VIA
KINETIC MIXING

Throughout this letter we assume a weak scale mass
for the dark matter supermultiplet. All of the light scales
in the dark sector will be generated dynamically through
kinetic mixing between hypercharge and the dark force
carrier. In particular, the action contains a term

L # !
!

2

!

d2"WY Wd (1)

where WY (Wd) is the supersymmetric field strength for
the SM hypercharge (dark abelian group) and ! is a small
parameter. Integrating out heavy fields charged under
both hypercharge and U(1)d will induce this operator
and we can estimate the size of the mixing to be,

! = !
gY gy

16#2

"

i

Qiqi log

#

M2
i

µ2

$

(2)

which can naturally be of order 10!3!10!4. As observed
in ref. [9], the kinetic mixing includes

VD-term mixing = !DY Dd (3)

After electroweak symmetry breaking, DY gets a vacuum
expectation value (VEV)

$DY % =
g"

2

%

|Hu|2 ! |Hd|2
&

+ $Y (4)

where Hu,d are the MSSM Higgs doublets and g" is the
hypercharge coupling. We included, $Y , which is an ef-
fective FI term for the SM hypercharge group since this
is a relevant operator allowed by all the symmetries and
there is no reason to a priori exclude it from the low en-
ergy action that defines the MSSM [13–15]. From the
low energy perspective, $Y is only constrained to not be
so large as to destabilize the electroweak scale.

The expectation value of DY induces an e"ective FI
term for the dark abelian group via the kinetic mixing

$ = !$DY % = !

#

!
g"v2 cos 2%

4
+ $Y

$

(5)

where v is the electroweak vacuum expectation value.
With ! = 10!4 ! 10!3 and $DY % of order the weak scale,
we find that $ = (1 ! 5 GeV)2. Thus the GeV scale
in the dark sector is a fortuitous byproduct of the ki-
netic mixing. If there are any light degrees of freedom
charged under U(1)d, the vacuum can break the gauge
group and/or supersymmetry at the GeV scale. We fo-
cus on the possibility that SUSY is preserved and U(1)d is
broken, resulting in a " GeV mass for the vector super-
multiplet. If dark matter has a superpotential coupling
to a light field that gets a VEV, then the vacuum can dy-
namically generate an MeV sized splitting between dark
matter supermultiplets, as we now demonstrate with a
concrete model.

III. A MODEL FOR THE DARK SECTOR

We take DM to be a pair of chiral supermultiplets,
(#, #c), oppositely charged under the dark gauge group,
U(1)d. The superpotential for chiral multiplets is given
by,

W = M##c + &Nhhc +
1

4$
#2hc2 (6)

h and hc are oppositely charged and N is neutral un-
der U(1)d. Here $ " TeV and is associated with new
physics at the electroweak scale [24]. We choose a discrete
symmetry to forbid dimensionful operators involving the
light fields: N , N2, and hhc. Depending on the choice of
discrete symmetry, there may be marginal and irrelevant
operators in addition to the ones included in equation
6, but they will not be relevant to the following discus-
sion. The neutral field is included in order to avoid any
massless degrees of freedom at low energies.

The scalar potential for this theory is given by:

V = VD + VF

VD =
1

2

'gd

2
(|h|2 ! |hc|2 + |#|2 ! |#c|2) + $
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&Nh +
1
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hc#2
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2

+ |&Nhc|2 + |&hhc|2 (7)

There is a SUSY vacuum (with vanishing F and D-terms)

with broken U(1)d at $hc% =
*

2"
gd

and all other scalar

VEVs set to zero.

A. Coupling to the Standard Model

The supersymmetric field strength mixing, Eq. (1),
also contains the gauge-boson kinetic mixing,

Lgauge mixing =
!

2
Bµ#bµ# (8)
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namically generate an MeV sized splitting between dark
matter supermultiplets, as we now demonstrate with a
concrete model.

III. A MODEL FOR THE DARK SECTOR

We take DM to be a pair of chiral supermultiplets,
(#, #c), oppositely charged under the dark gauge group,
U(1)d. The superpotential for chiral multiplets is given
by,

W = M##c + &Nhhc +
1

4$
#2hc2 (6)

h and hc are oppositely charged and N is neutral un-
der U(1)d. Here $ " TeV and is associated with new
physics at the electroweak scale [24]. We choose a discrete
symmetry to forbid dimensionful operators involving the
light fields: N , N2, and hhc. Depending on the choice of
discrete symmetry, there may be marginal and irrelevant
operators in addition to the ones included in equation
6, but they will not be relevant to the following discus-
sion. The neutral field is included in order to avoid any
massless degrees of freedom at low energies.

The scalar potential for this theory is given by:

V = VD + VF

VD =
1

2

'gd

2
(|h|2 ! |hc|2 + |#|2 ! |#c|2) + $

(2

VF =

)

)

)

)

M#c +
1

2$
#hc2

)

)

)

)

2

+ |M#|2

+

)

)

)

)

&Nh +
1

2$
hc#2

)

)

)

)

2

+ |&Nhc|2 + |&hhc|2 (7)

There is a SUSY vacuum (with vanishing F and D-terms)

with broken U(1)d at $hc% =
*

2"
gd

and all other scalar

VEVs set to zero.

A. Coupling to the Standard Model

The supersymmetric field strength mixing, Eq. (1),
also contains the gauge-boson kinetic mixing,

Lgauge mixing =
!

2
Bµ#bµ# (8)

(Weiner, D.Tucker-Smith)

Cheung, Ruderman, L-T. Wang, 
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FIG. 1. Top: (a) A� production from radiation off an incoming e−

beam incident on a target consisting of nuclei of atomic number Z.
APEX is sensitive to A� decays to e+e− pairs, although decays to
µ+µ− pairs are possible for A� masses mA� > 2mµ. Bottom: QED
trident backgrounds: (b) radiative tridents and (c) Bethe-Heitler tri-
dents.

liders [5, 9, 12–14]. Hidden sector collider phenomenology
has also been explored in detail in e.g. [15]. Electron fixed-
target experiments are uniquely suited to probing the sub-GeV
mass range because of their high luminosity, large A� pro-
duction cross section, and favorable kinematics. Electrons
scattering off target nuclei can radiate an A�, which then de-
cays to e+e−, see Fig. 1. The A� would then appear as a
narrow resonance in the e+e− invariant mass spectrum, over
the large background from quantum electrodynamics (QED)
trident processes. APEX is optimized to search for such a
resonance using Jefferson Laboratory’s Continuous Electron
Beam Accelerator Facility and two High Resolution Spec-
trometers (HRSs) in Hall A [16].

The full APEX experiment proposes to probe couplings
α�/α � 10−7 and masses mA� ∼ 50 − 550 MeV, a consid-
erable improvement in cross section sensitivity over previous
experiments in a theoretically interesting region of parame-
ter space. Other electron fixed-target experiments are planned
at Jefferson Laboratory, including the Heavy Photon Search
(HPS) [17] and DarkLight [10] experiments; at MAMI [18];
and at DESY (the HIdden Photon Search (HIPS) [19]).

We present here the results of a test run for APEX that took
place at Jefferson Laboratory in July 2010. The layout of the
experiment is shown in Fig. 2. The distinctive kinematics of
A� production motivates the choice of configuration. The A�

carries a large fraction of the incident beam energy, Eb, is
produced at angles ∼ (mA�/Eb)3/2 � 1, and decays to an
e+e− pair with a typical angle of mA�/Eb. A symmetric con-
figuration with the e− and e+ each carrying nearly half the
beam energy mitigates QED background while maintaining
high signal efficiency.

The test run used a 2.260 ± 0.002 GeV electron beam
with an intensity up to 150 µA incident on a tantalum foil
of thickness 22 mg/cm2. The HRSs’ central momenta were
�1.131 GeV with a momentum acceptance of ±4.5%. Dipole

Septum

Beam

Ta target

Electron, P = E /2

HRS!right

Sieve
Slit

Detectors

.

.

Positron, P = E /2
b

b

HRS!left

FIG. 2. The layout of the APEX test run. An electron beam (left-to-
right) is incident on a thin tantalum foil target. Two septum magnets
of opposite polarity deflect charged particles to larger angles into
two vertical-bend high resolution spectrometers (HRS) set up to se-
lect electrons and positrons, each carrying close to half the incoming
beam energy. The HRSs contain detectors to accurately measure the
momentum, direction, and identity of the particles. Insertable sieve
slit plates located in front of the septum magnets were used for cali-
bration of the spectrometer magnetic optics.

septum magnets between the target and the HRS aperture al-
low the detection of e− and e+ at angles of 5◦ relative to the
incident beam. Collimators present during the test run reduced
the solid angle acceptance of each spectrometer from a nomi-
nal 4.3 msr to � 2.8 (2.9) msr for the left (right) HRS.

The two spectrometers are equipped with similar detector
packages. Two vertical drift chambers, each with two orthog-
onal tracking planes, provide reconstruction of particle trajec-
tories. A segmented timing hodoscope and a gas Cherenkov
counter (for e+ identification) are used in the trigger. A two-
layer lead glass calorimeter provides further offline particle
identification. A single-paddle scintillator counter is used for
timing alignment.

Data were collected with several triggers: the single-arm
triggers produced by the hodoscope in either arm, a double co-
incidence trigger produced by a 40-ns wide overlap between
the hodoscope signals from the two arms, and a triple coinci-
dence trigger consisting of the double coincidence signal and
a gas Cherenkov signal in the positron (right) arm. Single-arm
trigger event samples are used for optics and acceptance cali-
bration, described below. The double coincidence event sam-
ple, which is dominated by accidental e−π+ coincidences, is
used to check the angular and momentum acceptance of the
spectrometers. These e−π+ coincidences are largely rejected
in the triple coincidence event sample by the requirement of a
gas Cherenkov signal in the positron arm.

The reconstruction of e+ and e− trajectories at the target
was calibrated using the sieve slit method, see [16, 20]. The
sieve slits — removable tungsten plates with a grid of holes
drilled through at known positions — are inserted between
the target and the septum magnet during the calibration runs.
In this configuration, data were taken with a 1.131 GeV and a

Also: HPS,  DarkLight, HIPS
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FIG. 4. Top: Background-only model p-value versus A�
mass.

Middle: Shaded gray region denotes 90% confidence limit, 50%

power-constrained allowed region [23]. 90% confidence upper limit

is shown in solid blue (dotted blue) when it is above (below) the ex-

pected limit (gray dashed). Red solid line denotes the best-fit for

the number of signal events S. For comparison, dot-dashed line in-

dicates contribution of statistical uncertainty to expected sensitivity,

if background shape were known exactly. Bottom: 90% confidence,

50% power-constrained, and expected limits as above, here quoted in

terms of ratio of signal strength upper-limit to the QED background,

B, in a 1-MeV window around each A�
mass hypothesis.

candidate masses within 15 MeV of the upper or lower bound-

aries, for which a window of equal size touching the boundary

is used. A binned profile likelihood ratio (PLR) is computed

as a function of signal strength S at the candidate mass, using

0.05 MeV bins. The PLR is used to derive the local prob-

ability (p-value) at S = 0 (i.e. the probability of a larger

PLR arising from statistical fluctuations in the background-

only model) and a 90%-confidence upper limit on the sig-

nal. We define the sensitivity of the search in terms of a 50%

power-constraint [23], which means we do not regard a value

of S as excluded if it falls below the expected limit. This pro-

cedure is repeated in steps of 0.25MeV. A global p-value,

corrected for the “look-elsewhere effect”, (the fact that an ex-

cess of events anywhere in the range can mimic a signal), is

derived from the lowest local p-value observed over the full

mass range, and calibrated using simulated experiments.

We find no evidence of an A�
signal. The p-value for the

background model and upper bound on the absolute yield

of A� → e+e− signal events (consistent with the data and

background model) are shown in Fig. 4. The invariant-mass-

dependent limit is � 200 − 1000 signal events at 90% confi-
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FIG. 5. The 90% confidence upper limit on α�/α versus A�
mass

for the APEX test run (solid blue). Shown are existing 90% confi-

dence level limits from the muon anomalous magnetic moment aµ

(fine hatched) [7], KLOE (solid gray) [14], the result reported by

Mainz (solid green) [18], and an estimate using a BaBar result (wide

hatched) [2, 12]. Between the red line and fine hatched region, the

A�
can explain the observed discrepancy between the calculated and

measured muon anomalous magnetic moment [7] at 90% confidence

level. The full APEX experiment will roughly cover the entire area

of the plot.

dence. The most significant excess, at 224.5MeV, has a local

p-value of 0.6%; the associated global p-value is 40% (i.e. in

the absence of a signal, 40% of prepared experiments would

observe a more significant effect due to fluctuations).

To translate the limit on signal events into an upper limit on

the coupling α�
with minimal systematic errors from accep-

tance and trigger efficiencies, we use a ratio method, normal-

izing A�
production to the measured QED trident rate. We dis-

tinguish between three components of the QED trident back-

ground: radiative tridents Fig. 1 (b), Bethe-Heitler tridents

Fig. 1 (c), and their interference diagrams (not shown). The

A�
signal and radiative trident fully differential cross sections

are simply related [2], and the ratio f of the radiative-only

cross section to the full trident cross section can be reliably

computed in Monte Carlo: f varies linearly from 0.21 to 0.25

across the APEX mass range, with a systematic uncertainty of

0.01, which dominates over Monte Carlo statistics and pos-

sible next-to-leading order QED effects. The 50% power-

constrained limit on signal yield Smax and trident background

yield per unit mass, ∆B/∆m, evaluated in a 1 MeV range

around mA� , determines an upper limit on α�/α,

�
α�

α

�

max

=

�
Smax /mA�

f ·∆B/∆m

�
×
�
2Neff α

3π

�
,

where Neff counts the number of available decay chan-

nels (Neff = 1 for mA� < 2mµ, and increases to � 1.6 at

mA� � 250 MeV). The resulting limit, accounting in addition
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Schuster, Toro ’09
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hidden photon

Cohen, Phalen, AP, Zurek, 
Phys.Rev.D82:056001,2010.FIG. 4: The predictions for the direct detection scattering cross sections normalized per proton

(σp) for mDM = 14.2 GeV, 7.1 GeV and 3.3 GeV. We have plotted current/projected limits (also

normalized per proton) from Xenon-10 (solid black line), Xenon-100 with 6,000 kg-days (dashed

green line), Xenon-1T (dotted blue line) [45], and Majorana (dot-dashed purple line) [46].

VI. COLLIDERS

Finally, we discuss some collider implications of this class of models. There are three
portals into the dark sector which could potentially be probed: photon kinetic mixing, Higgs
boson mixing, and the asymmetry transfer operator.

The MSSM LSP (LSPMSSM) is unstable to decay to the low mass hidden sector [48,
49]. One mediation mechanism for decay to the hidden sector is through kinetic mixing,
as discussed in [17, 50]. The collider phenomenology of such scenarios has been studied
extensively recently; see for example [34, 51–57].

Photon kinetic mixing may also be probed via the decays of the LSPMSSM to the dark
sector [17, 19]. If the LSPMSSM is has electroweak quantum numbers, then it will decay
promptly to its SM partner and a dark gaugino via an �-suppressed interaction. This dark
gaugino is stable on detector time scales, and so will manifest as missing energy. More
interesting is if LSPMSSM is a neutralino, since it will decay to a dark gaugino and dark
Higgs via � mixing in the neutralino mass matrix. The dark gaugino will again result in
missing energy. However, the dark Higgs will promptly decay back to SM fermions via
mixing with the MSSM Higgs boson. These could produce “lepton jets” [19].

The T and ψ fields couple to the Z0 and the MSSM Higgs boson via � suppressed couplings,

16
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3. Dark Matter constraints from dSph observations with the Fermi-LAT detector

3.1. Modeling of the dark matter density profiles

While power-law spectra can be justified on astrophysical grounds, a proper search for a Dark Matter
signal should take account of the specific spectrum resulting from WIMP annihilations. At a given photon
energy E, the !-ray flux originating from WIMP particle annihilations with a mass mWIMP can be factorized
into two contributions (Baltz et al. 2008): the “astrophysical factor” J(") related to the density distribu-
tion in the emission region and the “particle physics factor” !PP which depends on the candidate particle
characteristics :

#WIMP(E,") = J(") ! !PP(E) , (2)

where " is the angle between the direction of observation and the dSph center (as given in Table 1). Follow-
ing notations of Baltz et al. (2008), J(") and !PP are defined as

!PP(E) =
1
2
< $v >
4% m2WIMP

!

f

dN f

dE
Bf , (3)

and
J(") =

"

l.o.s
dl(")&2(l(")), (4)

where < $v > is the relative velocity times the annihilation cross-section of the two dark matter particles,
averaged over their velocity distribution, and the sum runs over all possible pair annihilation final states f ,
with dNf /dE and Bf the corresponding photon spectrum and branching ratio, respectively. The integral in
Eq.(4) is computed along the line of sight (l.o.s) in the direction ", and the integrand &(l) is the assumed
mass density of dark matter in the dSph.

For each galaxy, wemodel the dark matter distribution with a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) (Navarro et al.
1997) density profile within the tidal radius, as is reasonable for cold dark matter sub-halos in Milky Way-
type host halos (Diemand et al. 2007; Springel et al. 2008):

&(r) =
#

$

$

%

$

$

&

&srs3
r(rs+r)2 for r < rt
0 for r " rt

, (5)

where &s is the characteristic density, rs is the scale radius, and rt is the tidal radius. The line-of-sight
integral in Eq.(4) may be computed once &s, rs and rt are known. The tidal radius of the dwarf’s dark
matter halo in the gravitational potential of the Milky Way is self-consistently computed from the Jacobi
limit (Binney & Tremaine 1987) for each set of &s and rs values assuming a mass profile for the Milky
Way given by Catena & Ullio (2009). The sharp cut-o" in the density profile is rather extreme, but it is
conservative in the sense that it truncates the probability distribution of expected !-ray fluxes at the high
end.

The halo parameters (&s, rs), and the resulting J factor from Eq.(4), are estimated following the
methodology outlined in Martinez et al. (2009). The observed line-of-sight (l.o.s.) stellar velocities are
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has been made for Segue 1 [14–16], but we have opted

to treat both Segue 1 and Ursa Major II in the same

fashion as the other dSphs for the sake of uniformity in

treating the priors. This is a limitation of the analysis at

present, so we quote constraints with and without Segue

1 and Ursa Major II below. The final results for the

J-factors within ∆Ω = 2.4 · 10−4 sr are listed in Table

I. To be conservative, we assume no contribution to the

flux from DM substructure in the dSphs. The posterior

distribution as well as the likelihood function for J are

well described by a logNormal function, which is used in

order to include the uncertainty on J in the confidence

interval calculation, as described in the next section.

DATA ANALYSIS

The ScienceTools analysis package is used to perform

a binned Poisson likelihood fit to both spatial and spec-

tral information in the data, with 30 energy bins loga-

rithmically spaced from 200 MeV to 100 GeV, and 10◦

square spatial maps with a bin size of 0.1◦. The nor-

malizations of the two diffuse components are left free in

all ROIs, together with the normalizations of the point

sources within 5◦ of the dSph position. The first improve-

ment to the analysis in [5] consists of combining the DM

signal across all the ROIs. Indeed, the J-factor is differ-
ent for each dSph, but the characteristics of the WIMP

candidate (mW , �σannv�, annihilation channels and their

branching ratios) can be assumed to be universal. As

a consequence, the Fermi-LAT collaboration developed

the Composite2 code in the ScienceTools, to allow tying

any set of parameters across any set of ROIs. The sec-

ond improvement is that uncertainties on the J-factor are

taken into account in the fit procedure by adding another

term to the likelihood that represents the measurement

uncertainties. With this addition, the joint likelihood

considered in our analysis becomes:

L(D|pW,{p}) =
�

i

LLAT
i (D|pW,pi)

× 1

ln(10) Ji
√
2πσi

e−(log10(Ji)−log10(Ji))
2
/2σ2

i ,

(1)

where LLAT
i denotes the binned Poisson likelihood that

is commonly used in a standard single ROI analysis

of the LAT data, i indexes the ROIs, D represents

the binned gamma-ray data, pW represents the set of

ROI-independent DM parameters (�σannv� ,mW , and the

annihilation branching ratios bf ), {p}i are the ROI-

dependent model parameters. In this analysis, {p}i in-

cludes the normalizations of the nearby point and dif-

fuse sources and the J-factor, Ji. log10(Ji) and σi are

the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of

log10 (Ji), approximated to be gaussian, and their values

are given in cols. 5 and 6 respectively of Table I.

FIG. 1. Derived 95% C.L. upper limits on WIMP annihilation
cross section for all selected dSphs and for the joint likelihood
analysis for annihilation into bb̄ final state. The most generic
cross section (∼ 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1 for a purely s-wave cross
section) is plotted as a reference. Uncertainties in the J-factor
are included.

The fit proceeds as follows. For given fixed values of

mW and bf , we optimize − lnL, with L given in eq. 1.

Confidence intervals or upper limits, taking into account

uncertainties in the nuisance parameters, are then com-

puted using the ‘profile likelihood’ technique, which is a

standard method for treating nuisance parameters in like-

lihood analyses (see e.g., [30]), and consists of calculat-

ing the profile likelihood − lnLp(�σannv�) for several fixed
masses mW , where for each �σannv�, − lnL is minimized

with respect to all other parameters. The intervals are

then obtained by requiring 2∆ ln(Lp) = 2.71 for a one-

sided 95% confidence level. The MINUIT subroutine MI-

NOS [31] is used as the implementation of this technique.

Note that uncertainties in the background fit (diffuse and
nearby sources) are also treated in this way. The cover-

age of this profile joint likelihood method for calculating

confidence intervals has been verified using toy Monte

Carlo for a Poisson process with known background and

Fermi-LAT simulations of galactic and isotropic diffuse
gamma-ray emission. The parameter range for �σannv�
is restricted to have a lower bound of zero, to facilitate

convergence of the MINOS fit, resulting in slight over-

coverage for small signals, i.e. conservative limits.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

As no significant signal is found, we report upper lim-

its. Individual and combined upper limits on the an-

nihilation cross section for the bb̄ final state are shown

in Fig. 1. Including the J-factor uncertainties in the fit

results in increased upper limits compared to using the

“For the first time, using gamma rays, we are able to rule out models with the most generic cross section (∼ 3 · 
10-26 cm 3 s -1  for a purely s-wave cross section), without assuming additional astrophysical or particle physics 
boost factors.”

arXiv: 1108.3546
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gions in the FoV of the observation. Fig. 2 visualizes
details of the method, which is an evolution of the stan-
dard reflected background technique [28] adjusted for this
particular analysis. By construction, background regions
are located further away from the GC than the source
region. This is an important aspect, since, unavoidably,
a certain amount of DM annihilation events would be
recorded in the background regions, too, reducing a po-
tential excess signal obtained in the source region. For
the NFW and Einasto profiles, the expected DM annihi-
lation flux is thus smaller in the background regions than
in the source region (cf. Fig. 1), making the measurement
of a residual annihilation flux possible. Note, however,
that for an isothermal halo profile, the signal would be
completely subtracted. As far as the background from
Galactic di!use emission is concerned, its predicted flux
[29] is significantly below the current analysis sensitivity,
thus its contribution is not further considered in the anal-
ysis. In any case, since its intensity is believed to drop
as a function of Galactic latitude, !-rays from Galactic
di!use emission would be part of a potential signal, and
therefore lead to more conservative results for the upper
limits derived in this analysis.

RESULTS

Using zenith angle-, energy- and o!set-dependent ef-
fective collection areas from !-ray simulations, flux spec-
tra shown in Fig. 3 are calculated from the number of
events recorded in the source and background regions2. It
should be stressed that these spectra consist of !-ray-like
cosmic-ray background events. Both source and back-
ground spectra agree well within the errors, resulting in
a null measurement for a potential DM annihilation sig-
nal, from which upper limits on !"v" can be determined.
The mean astrophysical factors J̄src and J̄bg are calcu-

lated for the source and background regions, respectively.
The density profiles are normalized to the local DM den-
sity #0 = 0.39 GeV/cm3 [26]. Assuming an Einasto pro-
file, J̄src = 3142##2E#dE and J̄bg = 1535##2E#dE, where
#E = 0.3 GeV/cm3 is the conventional value for the local
DM density and dE = 8.5 kpc the distance of Earth to
the GC. For a NFW profile, J̄src = 1604# #2E # dE and
J̄bg = 697##2E#dE are obtained. This means that for an
assumed Einasto (NFW) profile, background subtraction
reduces the excess DM annihilation flux in the source re-
gion by 49 % (43 %), which is taken into account in the
upper limit calculation.
Under the assumption that DM particles annihi-

late into quark-antiquark pairs and using a generic

2 The background spectrum is rescaled by the ratio of the areas
covered by source and background regions (cf. also [28]).
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the cosmic ray background subtrac-
tion technique for a single telescope pointing position (de-
picted by the star). Note that this position is only one of the
several di!erent pointing positions of the dataset. The DM
source region is the green area inside the black contours, cen-
tered on the GC (black triangle). Yellow regions are excluded
from the analysis because of contamination by astrophysical
sources. Corresponding areas for background estimation (red
regions) are constructed by rotating individual pixels of size
0.02! ! 0.02! of the source region around the pointing posi-
tion by 90!, 180!, and 270!. This choice guarantees similar
!-ray detection e"ciency in both the source and background
regions. As an example, pixels labeled 1 and 2 serve as back-
ground control regions for pixel 0. Pixel 3 is not considered
for background estimation because it is located in an excluded
region. Pixels in the source region, for which no background
pixels can be constructed, are not considered in the analysis
for this particular pointing position and are left blank.

parametrization for a continuum spectrum of !-rays cre-
ated during the subsequent hadronization [30, 31], limits
on !"v" as a function of the DM particle mass are cal-
culated for both density profiles (see Fig. 4). These
limits are among the most sensitive so far at very high
energies, and in particular are the best for the Einasto
density profile, for which at $ 1 TeV values for !"v"
above 3#10!25 cm3 s!1 are excluded. As expected from
the astrophysical factors, the limits for the Einasto pro-
file are better by a factor of two compared to those for
the NFW profile. Still, the current limits are one order
of magnitude above the region of the parameter space
where supersymmetric models provide a viable DM can-
didate (see Fig. 4). Apart from the assumed density
parametrizations and the shape of the !-ray annihilation
spectrum, the limits can shift by 30% due to both the
uncertainty on the absolute flux measurement [27] and
the uncertainty of 15% on the absolute energy scale. For
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FIG. 3. Top panel: Reconstructed di!erential flux FSrc/Bg,
weighted with E2.7 for better visibility, obtained for the source
and background regions as defined in the text. The units are
TeV1.7 m!2 s!1 sr!1. Due to an energy-dependent selection
e"ciency and the use of e!ective areas obtained from !-ray
simulations, the reconstructed spectra are modified compared
to the cosmic-ray power-law spectrum measured on Earth.
Bottom panel: Flux residua Fres/#Fres, where Fres = FSrc !
FBg and #Fres is the statistical error on Fres. The residual
flux is compatible with a null measurement. Comparable null
residuals are obtained when varying the radius of the source
region, subdividing the data set into di!erent time periods
or observation positions, or analyzing each half of the source
region separately.

the latter case, apart from a displacement with regard to
the DM particle mass scale, the limits shift up (down) if
the !-ray energy is overall under(over)estimated.

SUMMARY

A search for a VHE !-ray signal from DM annihilations
was conducted using H.E.S.S. data from the GC region.
A circular region of radius 1! centered at the GC was cho-
sen for the search, and contamination by astrophysical
!-ray sources along the Galactic plane was excluded. An
optimized background subtraction technique was devel-
oped and applied to extract the !-ray spectrum from the
source region. The analysis resulted in the determination
of stringent upper limits on the velocity-weighted DM an-
nihilation cross-section !"v", being among the best so far
at very high energies. At the same time, the limits do not
di!er strongly between NFW and Einasto parametriza-
tions of the DM density profile of the Milky-Way.
The support of the Namibian authorities and of the

University of Namibia in facilitating the construction and
operation of H.E.S.S. is gratefully acknowledged, as is the
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FIG. 4. Upper limits (at 95% CL) on the velocity-weighted
annihilation cross-section ""v# as a function of the DM par-
ticle mass m! for the Einasto and NFW density profiles.
The best sensitivity is achieved at m! $ 1 TeV. For com-
parison, the best limits derived from observations of dwarf
galaxies at very high energies, i.e. Sgr Dwarf [10], Will-
man 1, Ursa Minor [15] and Draco [9], using in all cases
NFW shaped DM profiles, are shown. Similar to source re-
gion of the current analysis, dwarf galaxies are objects free
of astrophysical background sources. The green points rep-
resent DarkSUSY models [32], which are in agreement with
WMAP and collider constraints and were obtained with a
random scan of the mSUGRA parameter space using the
following parameter ranges: 10 GeV < M0 < 1000 GeV,
10 GeV < M1/2 < 1000 GeV, A0 = 0, 0 < tan# < 60,
sgn(µ) = ±1.
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N.b. Assumes quark final state, so limits a bit worse on WW.  gamma 
gamma?
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Combined Dwarf Spheroidals
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FIG. 2. Derived 95% C.L. upper limits on WIMP annihilation
cross section for the bb̄ channel, the τ+τ− channel, the µ+µ−

channel, and the W+W− channel. The most generic cross
section (∼ 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1 for a purely s-wave cross section)
is plotted as a reference. Uncertainties in the J-factor are
included.

nominal J-factors. Averaged over the WIMP masses, the

upper limits increase by a factor up to 12 for Segue 1,

and down to 1.2 for Draco. Combining the dSphs yields

a much milder overall increase of the upper limit com-

pared to using nominal J-factors, a factor of 1.3.

The combined upper limit curve shown in Fig. 1 in-

cludes Segue 1 and Ursa Major II, two ultra-faint satel-

lites with small kinematic datasets and relatively large

uncertainties on their J-factors. Conservatively, exclud-

ing these objects from the analysis results in an increase

in the upper limit by a factor ∼1.5, which illustrates the

robustness of the combined fit.

Finally, Fig. 2 shows the combined limits for all stud-

ied channels. The WIMP masses range from 10 GeV to

1 TeV, except for the τ+τ− and W+W− channels, where

the lower bounds are 5 GeV and 100 GeV, respectively.

We restrict the range to WIMPmasses where reliable pre-

dictions for the gamma-ray yield were available. For the

first time, using gamma rays, we are able to rule out mod-

els with the most generic cross section (∼ 3·10−26 cm3s−1

for a purely s-wave cross section), without assuming ad-

ditional astrophysical or particle physics boost factors.

In conclusion, we have presented a new analysis of the

Fermi-LAT data that for the first time combines mul-

tiple (10) Milky Way satellite galaxies in a single joint

likelihood fit and includes the effects of uncertainties in

J-factors, yielding a more robust upper limit curve in the

(mW ,�σannv�) plane. This procedure allows us to rule out
WIMP annihilation with cross sections predicted by the

most generic cosmological calculation up to mass of ∼ 27

GeV for the bb̄ channel, and up to mass of ∼ 37 GeV for

the τ+τ− channel. Future improvements planned by the

Fermi-LAT Collaboration (apart from increased amount

of data) will include an improved event selection with a

larger effective area and photon energy range, and the

inclusion of more satellite galaxies.
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IceCube/DeepCore

• Capture Dark Matter in Sun

• Annihilate to W, top, b, c.... and see 
subsequent neutrinos.

• Spin-dependent (hydrogen) and Spin-
Independent (e.g. oxygen) can be important 
(recently re-emphasized by Ellis, Olive, Savage, Spannos, Phys. Rev. D 81, 085004 (2010)) 

• Mixed neutralino = good; co-annihilation, 
pole regions hard.

• Should have a few months of data by now.
Friday, August 26, 2011
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FIG. 5: The (µ,m0) planes in the NUHM1 for A0 = 0 and (upper) tan ! = 10, (left) m1/2 =

300 GeV and (right) m1/2 = 500 GeV, (lower) m1/2 = 500 GeV and (left) tan ! = 20 and (right)
tan ! = 55. In the black regions the LSP is the right-handed selectron or smuon, and the other
shadings and contours have the same meanings as in Figure 3.

D. NUHM1 (mA,m1/2) Planes

Figure 6 displays some representative (mA, m1/2) planes in the NUHM1 for A0 = 0 and
tan ! = 10 with (upper left) m0 = 300 GeV and (upper right) m0 = 500 GeV. In both cases,
we see that the EWSB requirement excludes a triangular region at large mA and small m1/2

where µ2 is driven negative, whereas b ! s" excludes a band at small mA. There is a region
favoured by gµ"2 in the left plane that is again almost excluded by the LEP Higgs constraint.
In each case, a WMAP-compatible strip runs parallel to the EWSB boundary, extending to
small mA at m1/2 # 125 GeV. There is also a diagonal funnel where LSPs annihilate rapidly
though direct-channel Higgs poles, because m! # mA/2, and there are WMAP strips on

Ellis, Olive, 
Savage, Spanos, 

1102.1988

MIXED DARK MATTER Good!
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yield

x = m / T

Y

Y’
freeze-in (FI)

Y �
FI = Γt

courtesy C. Cheung

Lawrence J. Hall,Karsten Jedamzik, John March-Russell, , 
Stephen M. West  JHEP 1003 (2010) 080 .
Also, Hall, Elor, Cheung, Kumar (in various combinations)

Shares some features with superWIMP (Feng, et al)
Friday, August 26, 2011
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Gravitino as FIMP
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FIG. 1: Contours of !3/2h
2 = 0.11 for gaugino masses fixed

to {mb̃,mw̃,mg̃} = {100, 210, 638} GeV. The {red, orange,
yellow, green, blue} contours correspond to universal scalar
masses {500 GeV, 1 TeV, 2 TeV, 4 TeV, 8 TeV}.

As we will see, the freeze-in abundance of gravitino
dark matter depends solely on the superpartner spectrum
and m3/2, a quantity which is straightforwardly inferred
from the mass and lifetime of the NLSP when it decays to
the gravitino LSP. Thus, for a given superpartner spec-
trum, the constraint of !decay

3/2 h2 ! 0.11 entirely fixes the
lifetime of the NLSP. Because these quantities are exper-
imentally accessible, we chance upon the rather amazing
prospect of reconstructing the origin of gravitino dark
matter through collider measurements. For example, for
degenerate heavy squarks and gluinos at a mass m, the
NLSP lifetime is

!NLSP ! 10!7 sec
! mNLSP

300 GeV

"

#

m

mNLSP

$6

, (2)

if gravitino freeze-in accounts for the present day abun-
dance of dark matter. Note that this proposal is a spe-
cific instance of the generalized cosmological scenario dis-
cussed in [5, 6].
While the lifetime !NLSP indicated by Eq. (2) is ef-

fectively long-lived on collider time scales, a number
of theoretical and experimental collaborations have sug-
gested that the LHC is capable of measuring the long-
lived decays of the sizable number of charged or colored
metastable NLSPs which will typically slow and eventu-
ally stop within the detector material. Su"ciently long
lifetimes can easily arise in theories of split supersym-
metry [7], as well as theories with very weakly coupled
particles like gravitinos [8], axinos [9], goldstini [10, 11],
sterile sneutrinos [12], and dark matter [6, 13]. Hence,
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FIG. 2: Contours of !3/2h
2 = 0.11 for universal scalar masses

fixed to 500 GeV. The {red, orange, yellow, green, blue} con-
tours correspond to a bino mass mb̃ = {500 GeV, 1 TeV, 2
TeV, 4 TeV, 8 TeV}, where mw̃ and mg̃ are fixed assuming
gaugino mass unification at MGUT ! 1016 GeV.

stopped NLSPs allow for a range of 10!9 " 106 sec to
be probed in early LHC running, and indeed bounds on
stopped gluinos have already been set by the CMS col-
laboration [14]. At higher luminosities, neutral NLSPs
might also be probed if their lifetimes lie in the range
10!9 " 10!5 sec. As such, gravitino freeze-in o#ers a
novel mechanism of dark matter generation which has
direct implications for the LHC in the near term.

II. GRAVITINO COSMOLOGY

Assuming that the messenger scale of supersymme-
try breaking is below the Planck scale, then the grav-
itino is the lightest of all the superpartners and is thus
an attractive R-parity stabilized dark matter candidate.
Typically, the gravitino mass is considered in the range
keV ! m3/2 ! 1 GeV, where the lower bound arises
from warm dark matter constraints and the upper bound
arises from tension with BBN3. Broadly speaking, grav-
itinos are produced via three distinct physical mecha-
nisms, each with a much di#erent dependence on the re-
heating temperature after inflation, TR, and the gravitino
mass, m3/2.

3 The quantitative BBN bound on m3/2 varies with the nature
and mass of the NLSP. Moreover, in some cases it can be evaded
altogether, e.g. with sneutrino NLSP or R-parity violation.

Cheung, Elor,Hall
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Gravitino Freeze-In

Cli!ord Cheung,1, 2 Gilly Elor,1, 2 and Lawrence Hall1, 2

1Berkeley Center for Theoretical Physics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
2Theoretical Physics Group, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

We explore an alternative mechanism for the production of gravitino dark matter whereby relic
gravitinos originate from the decays of superpartners which are still in thermal equilibrium, i.e. via
freeze-in. Contributions to the gravitino abundance from freeze-in can easily dominate over those
from thermal scattering over a broad range of parameter space, e.g. when the scalar superpartners
are heavy. Because the relic abundance from freeze-in is independent of the reheating tempera-
ture after inflation, collider measurements may be used to unambiguously reconstruct the freeze-in
origin of gravitinos. In particular, if gravitino freeze-in indeed accounts for the present day dark
matter abundance, then the lifetime of the next-to-lightest superpartner is uniquely fixed by the
superpartner spectrum.

I. INTRODUCTION

Supersymmetry is an elegant and well-motivated ex-
tension of the standard model which solves the hierarchy
problem and carries extensive phenomenological conse-
quences. Despite its successes, however, supersymme-
try su!ers from an assortment of cosmological di"culties
which are referred to collectively as the “cosmological
gravitino problem”, which has two components:

a) Late decaying superpartners can produce electro-
magnetic or hadronic radiation that can adversely
a!ect Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN).

b) Relic gravitinos produced by scattering and decay-
ing superpartners can overclose the universe.

The gravitino problem highlights a tension between su-
persymmetry and cosmology which is highly robust. This
is so because the existence of the gravitino is required by
supergravity, and because the couplings of the gravitino
to superpartners are uniquely fixed by soft masses and a
single additional parameter, the gravitino mass.
At the same time, there are a number of approaches

by which to address these issues. For example, a) may
be evaded if the scale of supersymmetry breaking is very
high, as in anomaly mediation, in which case the grav-
itino will decay safely before BBN. Alternatively, super-
partner decays to the gravitino can be made su"ciently
rapid if the scale of supersymmetry breaking is low or
intermediate, as in gauge mediation.
Likewise, b) can be resolved if m3/2 ! keV, in which

case the gravitino is simply too light to overclose the
universe1. For m3/2 " keV, the authors of [1] famously
showed that b) can be avoided if the reheating temper-
ature after inflation, TR, is below a critical value which
depends on the superpartner spectrum and is shown in
Fig. 1. Numerous new physics proposals—for example,

1 However, note that this class of theories is in tension with warm
dark matter constraints.

ones including new stable charged particles or super-
weakly interacting particles—su!er from an analogous
overclosure problem which may be evaded by appropri-
ately lowering TR.
The conventional wisdom is that low TR is disfavored;

for example, TR " 109 GeV for high scale leptogenesis [2].
As a consequence, the vast majority of papers on grav-
itino cosmology have focused on the portion of Fig. 1 at
high TR. However, the cosmological baryon asymmetry
can be generated at much lower temperatures, for exam-
ple via soft leptogenesis [3], and in this case gravitinos
become a virtue rather than a problem: not only are
both a) and b) resolved, but gravitinos can fully account
for the observed dark matter for a wide range of masses,
as depicted in Fig. 1.
In this paper, we investigate a more or less overlooked

regime of gravitino cosmology corresponding to the ver-
tical incline in critical TR shown as a function of m3/2

in Fig. 1. Here gravitino dark matter arises dominantly
from the freeze-in mechanism, which was studied in some
generality in [4]. In this setup, a feebly interacting dark
matter particle is produced via the decays of particles
which are still in thermal equilibrium. Crucially, since
the decay rates of these particles fix the final abundance
of dark matter, the associated lifetimes are hence con-
strained by the observed dark matter abundance. Fur-
thermore, because the production is dominated at low
temperatures, the freeze-in abundance is largely indepen-
dent of TR, explaining the vertical incline in critical TR.
For the case of gravitino freeze-in, decays of superpart-
ners in thermal equilibrium produce a final yield of

Y decay
3/2 !

405

2!4

!

5

2

mPl

g3/2!

"

i

#i

m2
i

, (1)

where i sums over all superpartners, mi and #i are super-
partner masses and partial decay widths to the gravitino,
and mPl is the reduced Planck mass2.

2 Throughout, sums over superpartners will implicitly include a
degeneracy factor—for instance, a factor of 8 for gluinos, etc.
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FIG. 1: Contours of !3/2h
2 = 0.11 for gaugino masses fixed

to {mb̃,mw̃,mg̃} = {100, 210, 638} GeV. The {red, orange,
yellow, green, blue} contours correspond to universal scalar
masses {500 GeV, 1 TeV, 2 TeV, 4 TeV, 8 TeV}.

As we will see, the freeze-in abundance of gravitino
dark matter depends solely on the superpartner spectrum
and m3/2, a quantity which is straightforwardly inferred
from the mass and lifetime of the NLSP when it decays to
the gravitino LSP. Thus, for a given superpartner spec-
trum, the constraint of !decay

3/2 h2 ! 0.11 entirely fixes the
lifetime of the NLSP. Because these quantities are exper-
imentally accessible, we chance upon the rather amazing
prospect of reconstructing the origin of gravitino dark
matter through collider measurements. For example, for
degenerate heavy squarks and gluinos at a mass m, the
NLSP lifetime is

!NLSP ! 10!7 sec
! mNLSP

300 GeV

"

#

m

mNLSP

$6

, (2)

if gravitino freeze-in accounts for the present day abun-
dance of dark matter. Note that this proposal is a spe-
cific instance of the generalized cosmological scenario dis-
cussed in [5, 6].
While the lifetime !NLSP indicated by Eq. (2) is ef-

fectively long-lived on collider time scales, a number
of theoretical and experimental collaborations have sug-
gested that the LHC is capable of measuring the long-
lived decays of the sizable number of charged or colored
metastable NLSPs which will typically slow and eventu-
ally stop within the detector material. Su"ciently long
lifetimes can easily arise in theories of split supersym-
metry [7], as well as theories with very weakly coupled
particles like gravitinos [8], axinos [9], goldstini [10, 11],
sterile sneutrinos [12], and dark matter [6, 13]. Hence,
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FIG. 2: Contours of !3/2h
2 = 0.11 for universal scalar masses

fixed to 500 GeV. The {red, orange, yellow, green, blue} con-
tours correspond to a bino mass mb̃ = {500 GeV, 1 TeV, 2
TeV, 4 TeV, 8 TeV}, where mw̃ and mg̃ are fixed assuming
gaugino mass unification at MGUT ! 1016 GeV.

stopped NLSPs allow for a range of 10!9 " 106 sec to
be probed in early LHC running, and indeed bounds on
stopped gluinos have already been set by the CMS col-
laboration [14]. At higher luminosities, neutral NLSPs
might also be probed if their lifetimes lie in the range
10!9 " 10!5 sec. As such, gravitino freeze-in o#ers a
novel mechanism of dark matter generation which has
direct implications for the LHC in the near term.

II. GRAVITINO COSMOLOGY

Assuming that the messenger scale of supersymme-
try breaking is below the Planck scale, then the grav-
itino is the lightest of all the superpartners and is thus
an attractive R-parity stabilized dark matter candidate.
Typically, the gravitino mass is considered in the range
keV ! m3/2 ! 1 GeV, where the lower bound arises
from warm dark matter constraints and the upper bound
arises from tension with BBN3. Broadly speaking, grav-
itinos are produced via three distinct physical mecha-
nisms, each with a much di#erent dependence on the re-
heating temperature after inflation, TR, and the gravitino
mass, m3/2.

3 The quantitative BBN bound on m3/2 varies with the nature
and mass of the NLSP. Moreover, in some cases it can be evaded
altogether, e.g. with sneutrino NLSP or R-parity violation.
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Fig. 2 also verifies the trend indicated by Eq. (5), since
it shows the freeze-in region diminishing for increasing
gaugino masses. This is the case because heavier gaugi-
nos imply larger scattering cross-sections at high energies
and thus a larger contribution arising from Y scatt

3/2 . From
a top-down viewpoint, theories with very heavy gauginos
and light scalars are di!cult to accommodate, since very
large values of mg̃ tend to drag up mq̃ and exacerbate
fine-tuning of electroweak symmetry breaking. Thus, we
conclude that it is actually theoretically di!cult to ob-
tain theories in which the freeze-in region is small, and
so a large freeze-in region is a typical feature of many
reasonable models.
Also, let us not that immediately after freeze-in, the

produced gravitinos are highly relativistic, but they be-
come non-relativistic as the temperature drops below
their mass, yielding cold dark matter. At the same time,
very light gravitinos, m3/2 < 10 keV, yield warm dark
matter, especially since freeze-in arises from decays of
superpartners in the exponential tail of their thermal dis-
tribution.

B. Reconstructing the Origins of Dark Matter

Let us now consider the extent to which the freeze-in
origin of gravitino dark matter might actually be verified
at the LHC. Assuming that the present day abundance
of gravitinos arises entirely from freeze-in, Y3/2 = Y decay

3/2 ,

one can rewrite Eq. (1) as

m3/2Y3/2 =
0.26

g3/2!

!

mNLSP

!NLSP

"

i

#

mi

mNLSP

$3

, (6)

which is obtained from

!"1
NLSP =

1

48"

m5
NLSP

m2
3/2m

2
Pl

(7)

while normalizing the partial widths of the superpartners
decaying into gravitinos, "i, with respect to the NLSP
decay width, "NLSP, so "i/m5

i = "NLSP/m5
NLSP. From

Eq. (6) we see that m3/2Y3/2 !
%

im
3
i is dominated by

the very heaviest superpartners. Assuming that the su-
perpartner spectrum is measured, Eq. (6) can be inverted
to yield a critical prediction for the NLSP lifetime in
terms of the superpartner spectrum:

!NLSP = 4" 1017 GeV"2
"

mNLSP

g3
!

&

"

i

#

mi

mNLSP

$3
'2

# 7" 10"5 sec"

#
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g!

$3 #

300GeV

mNLSP

$5

(

9

11

) mq̃

TeV
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+
2

11

) mg̃

TeV

*3
+2

. (8)

The second line corresponds to an approximation in
which the gravitinos are produced dominantly by squarks

and gluinos. Also, while the value of g! actually varies
substantially with temperature, for this approximate ex-
pression we have normalized its value to 150, which lies
somewhere between the g! for the standard model and
the minimal supersymmetric standard model. The corre-
sponding prediction obtained by numerically solving the
Boltzmann equations is shown in Fig. 3.
Thus, !NLSP may be as short as 10"7 sec for a squashed

supersymmetric spectrum and as long as 100 sec, the ap-
proximate bound from BBN, for an extremely split spec-
trum. Note that this entire range of lifetimes is relatively
long-lived on the time scales relevant to collider physics.
Fortunately, some fraction of metastable charged or

colored NLSPs, such as the squark, slepton, chargino,
or gluino, will interact with and eventually stop within
the material of the LHC detectors. A number of groups
evaluated this stopping e!ciency, as well as prospects
for performing precision spectroscopic measurements on
the ensuing late NLSP decays [19]. Recently a search
for stopped gluinos performed by the CMS collaboration
placed a bound of mg̃ < 398 GeV for a stable gluino [14].
More generally, it is expected that CMS will e#ectively
probe lifetimes of stopped particles in the range of 10"6$

106 sec [17].
In the case of neutral NLSPs, such as the neutralino or

sneutrino, stopping will not occur. That said, a sizeable
fraction L/#c!NLSP of events may still decay within the
length of the detector, L # O(1 m), allowing for the
possibility of lifetime probes in the range 10"9 $ 10"5

sec at high luminosity.
The key point is that there exists a precision correla-

tion between the superpartner spectrum and the NLSP
lifetime which, if verified, would provide very strong ev-
idence for gravitino dark matter arising from freeze-in.
Also, while TR cannot be inferred accurately from col-
lider measurements, precisely because freeze-in occurs on
the near vertical part of the contours in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
the reheating temperature will have a very strong upper
bound at the order of magnitude level.

III. CONCLUSIONS

If the messengers of supersymmetry breaking are be-
low the Planck scale, then the gravitino is the LSP and
is thus a prime candidate for dark matter. We find that
for a large range in TR, gravitino dark matter is predom-
inantly produced by freeze-in and is thus insensitive to
TR. Furthermore, there is a direct correlation between
the cosmological abundance of dark matter and the de-
cay rate of the NLSP to gravitinos. The NLSP lifetime,
given in Eq. (8) and shown as contours in Fig. 3, allows
for a precision test at the LHC of the freeze-in origins of
gravitino dark matter. Moreover, the reheat temperature
can then be inferred, at least to within a couple of orders
of magnitude, from Fig. 1.
In [20] we will provide additional motivations for grav-

itino freeze-in through an investigation of the cosmology
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Conclusions

• Direct and indirect detection experiments 
are beginning to probe well-mixed dark 
matter.  Should have an answer there soon.

• For colliders, we are at the mercy of the 
colored objects.  How much fine-tuning can 
nature stand?
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